
 

Ramayana is not just a story, but also a medium to demonstrate the importance 

of values such as loving and respecting your family, keeping your promises, 

protecting the weak and so on. I was surprised to see that Arnav showed up 

interest in Ramayan. The puppet presentation was very creative, expressions of 

character were telling the whole story. Sound effects and animations used were 

fantastic. I can't express my feelings when I see my kid saying "Burai par achai ki 

jeet". According to me and my husband, we support these initiatives as kids will 

develop values at this stage of life. We want to see Panchtantra stories also if 

possible. Thanks..  

Arnav Vichitra 

PPF 

Dear ma'am, 

The Ramayana Sagar puppet show is an excellent effort by Bal Bharati School, 

the puppets are so lively, that children are attracted to watching them and this 

helps them understand our values and culture in a simple and innovative way. 

We sincerely appreciate the efforts by the entire team of Bal Bharati School🙏 

Well done and highly appreciated!!!! 

Vihaan S.Jagota PP B 

DEPARTMENT: PRE-PRIMARY 

PARENTS’ TESTIMONIIALS 

RAMAYAN SAGAR 2.0 

Dear Ma'am 

We just watched the 

part one and must say 

tremendous efforts 

and fabulous craft.. 

Loved it. 

M/O Tuhira Chopra 

PS E 

Dear ma’am 

We all watched the Ramayana puppet show together 

at home. It was very educational and entertaining. 

Performance by students was also very nice. 

Congratulations to all the teachers and students for 

putting together such a nice performance. 

Aashna PPA 



 

A wonderful way of depicting epics like the Ramayana through the medium of 

puppetry. It holds on to the interests of kids while imparting values and 

showcasing our age old traditions. Indeed, teachers’ efforts deserve a mention as 

they have been successful in imparting the message of good over evil to even tiny 

ones with ease through puppetry. Thanks to all who made the Ramayana an 

interesting watch. 

Priyanki Chakraborty mother of 

Veehant Chakraborty PP-E 

Respected Mam, 

We and our child saw Ramayana, streamed on YouTube Channel of Bal 

Bharati Public School, the Ramayana Episodes are very great, informative, easy 

to understand language, attractive design and colour combinations. 

Most importantly, the students performed in it, is attraction to our child, as they 

got motivated and want to play those characters in upcoming session. 

Thanks, you and your teams for providing such a beautiful platform to help each 

student to develop his core values. 

PP A 

 

Ramayan Sagar 2.0- As a parent I was overwhelmed watching the screening of 

Ramayan sagar 2.0. The educational medium created by BBPS to demonstrate 

the values of Ramayan was commendable. It was something that helped in 

capturing my kids imagination while subtly introducing essential concepts of 

duties, sacrifice, austerity and truthfulness. Thanks a lot, BBPS 🙏Great 

work👏👏 

Shriya Kishore G PPD 

Hello ma'am, 

Saanvi watched both the parts very sincerely and with interest and even she 

enjoyed a lot and she also remember all the characters with their names and 

roles. So according to us, this great effort by the school is good and very helpful 

to learn Ramayan Sagar for this generation. Thank you🙏 for all the teachers 

for their efforts to make this Ramayan Sagar.    Saanvi Agarwal PPC 



 

The way Ramayan  is showcased in the form of puppets is very interesting. It is 

very interactive way of telling children of our Indian culture and family values. 

Every year we look forward for such events. 

Praneeka Sharma PS C 

The idea of Ramayana Sagar is very innovative. I often wondered how I could 

introduce traditions and culture to my daughter. Many times we might teach 

about our traditions and culture sometimes she get it sometimes don't. This is the 

best way to make kids understand the importance of our traditions and culture. 

Not only Ahana even we enjoyed it and we'll wait for the Ramayana Sagar 3.0 next 

year. Hatts off to the team Bal Bharti for their great efforts, and thank you for 

conducting such a wonderful Ramayana Sagar for kids through puppets. 

Jai Shree Ram ....🙏🏻🙏🏻  Ahana Chauhan  

PP A 

Today in this fast running life, where we are finding no time to keep our culture 

alive and narrate our epics to our kids make them aware of our rich, advanced 

and scientific culture,  I appreciate bal bharati pre primary wing to take a step 

forward and enlighten the hearts and minds of our kids.  Narrating Ramayan Saga 

through puppets was such an innovative idea.  The efforts put in by all the 

teachers is commendable. Ramayan Sagar through puppets fascinated my kids so 

much that they started singing and dancing on "Choupai" in puppet show along 

with the artists playing role of the narrators.  

My younger daughter is now singing " Ram ram jai Sita ram ram ram jai raja ram" 

while playing around without realizing the impact made by the puppet show. I 

look forward for more such sagas, epics and stories  to be sung and narrated to 

kids in such interesting ways. Hope Ramayan Sagar 3.0 will have more episodes 

and some more incidents will be included which were skipped due to lack of time 

this time. 

M/ o Aavya Bhatt  

PP G 



 

Respected Mam, 

We and our child saw Ramayan, streamed on YouTube Channel of Bal 

Bharati Public School, the Ramayan Episodes are very great, informative, easy 

to understand language, attractive design and colour combinations. 

Most importantly, the students performed in it, is attraction to our child, as they 

got motivated and want to play those characters in upcoming session. 

Thanks, you and your teams for providing such a beautiful platform to help 

each student to develop his core values. 

Thanks a lot. 

Regards 🙏🙏 

PP A 

Ramayana 2.0 was very entertaining for kids as well as elders. My whole family 

watched ramayan conclusion with Mehraansh on TV today. They enjoyed it. It 

is very good to see that Bal Bharati school in so involves in these festivities as 

these festivities they all have very deep meaning in it and it's very easy for kids 

to learn new thing while watching.  Ramayana 2.0 is very commendable effort 

by pre-primary department. Kudos to the whole team 👍👍👍👍. 

M/o Mehraansh Singh Mann  

PP G 


